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A Three-dimensional Finite
Element Model for Arterial
Clamping
Clamp induced injuries of the arterial wall may determine the outcome of surgical
cedures. Thus, it is important to investigate the underlying mechanical effects. We p
a three-dimensional finite element model, which allows the study of the mechanic
sponse of an artery–treated as a two-layer tube-during arterial clamping. The importa
residual stresses, which are associated with the load-free configuration of the artery
also considered. In particular, the finite element analysis of the deformation process
clamped artery and the associated stress distribution is presented. Within the clam
area a zone of axial tensile peak-stresses was identified, which (may) cause intima
medial injury. This is an additional injury mechanism, which clearly differs from
commonly assumed wall damage occurring due to compression between the jaws
clamp. The proposed numerical model provides essential insights into the mechan
the clamping procedure and the associated injury mechanisms. It allows detailed pa
eter studies on a virtual clamped artery, which can not be performed with other met
ologies. This approach has the potential to identify the most appropriate clamps
certain types of arteries and to guide optimal clamp design.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1485284#

Keywords: Arterial Clamp, Arterial Wall Mechanics, Arterial Histology, Structur
Model, Residual Stress, Finite Element Analysis, Finite Element Model
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1 Motivation and Introduction
Arterial clamps are chosen to compress arteries during sur

so that blood flow is arrested. Arterial compression, however, m
lead to injuries of the vessel wall, which are associated wit
variety of severe short-term and long-term complications. For
ample, clamp induced injuries may cause spontaneous occlu
of the vessel after the operation, which leads to infarction of
downstream tissues. Therefore, surgeons require arterial cla
that allow efficient compression and cause only minimal inju
Severity and distribution of injuries depend on~i! the arterial type
@1,2#, the geometry and the nonlinear and anisotropic mate
behavior of the clamped multi-layered artery,~ii ! the design of the
chosen clamp@3–7# and ~iii ! the applied clamping forces
@2,6,8,9#. The optimization of this mechanical problem requires
numerical model, which considers appropriately all decisive f
tors. Yet, such a model is not available in the literature to dat

Appropriate numerical models may lead to substantial impro
ments of arterial clamp designs, and thus are of potential inte
for surgeons and clamp suppliers. In the past the demand for
propriate arterial clamps has led to a great variety of differ
designs and techniques. A suitable clamp design provides
handling, good vessel grip and efficient vessel occlusion, and
aimed to minimize arterial injuries. Clamps are named after th
inventors as, for example,Blalock, Cooley, DeBakey, Fogarty
Potts, Satinsky, etc. They are available in different sizes wi
straight, curved or angled branches. Their jaws may be plain
have spikes, and they may be silicone filled.

The existing designs are based on surgical intuition rather t
on mechanical considerations. Consequently, the effects of cla
ing and the suitability of clamp designs have been investigated
means of experimental studies rather than by mechanical anal
To the authors’ knowledge, only@10# presented a mathematica
approach with the goal to determine the minimum vascular oc

1Corresponding author: e-mail: gh@biomech.tu-graz.ac.at
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sive force. However, this simplifying analytical model does n
consider the crucial constitutive behavior of arterial walls. Thus
is incapable of calculating wall stresses. Despite the clinical s
nificance of arterial clamping there are relatively few studi
which are concerned with its local effects. Most of the experim
tal investigations are animal studies and focus on morpholog
changes. The observed injuries range from mild damage, w
involves only the intima, to severe damage with total disruptio
of the media, layer delaminations and even total wall disruptio
with associated bleeding. In addition, long-term changes suc
stenoses@11# and intimal hyperplasia–excessive thickening of t
intima due to tissue growth@1#-have been observed. Beside stru
tural changes also functional changes of clamped arteries h
been investigated, for example, the ability to relax or contr
upon application of certain drugs@7,8# and the ability to inhibit
blood clotting @12,13#. The influences of the clamping forc
@2,6,8,9# and of the duration of clamping@14# have been studied
Moreover, comparisons of different types of arteries@2# and dif-
ferent clamp designs@3–7# in regard to clamp induced wall injury
have been performed.

These studies have identified the types and the consequenc
clamp induced injuries and thus have demonstrated the im
tance of proper clamp designs. However, experimental studies
afflicted with a number of disadvantages. They are expensive
time-consuming and it is disputable if results of animal arter
are representative for human arteries. The significance of exp
mental studies is definitely restricted to the chosen arteries, ins
ments and clamping conditions. A fundamental shortcoming
that the results of existing experimental studies do not prov
insights into the mechanical process of arterial clamping. The
ter is determined by the three-dimensional stress-strain distr
tions in the clamped arterial wall.

To overcome these shortcomings we developed a th
dimensional finite element model for arterial clamping. The ess
tial approach is to model the artery as a two-layer fiber-reinfor
material with the fibers corresponding to the collagenous com
nent of the material. The two layers represent the media~the
middle layer of the artery! and the adventitia~the outer layer!. The

-
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model captures nonlinear elastic and anisotropic material beha
within the large strain domain. The very important residu
stresses in an arteryin vitro are also accounted for. The numeric
model provides a tool for studying the layer-specific mechan
response of clamped arteries subject to an arbitrarily cho
clamp design. We present the three-dimensional deformation
stress distributions in the arterial wall during the clamping pro
dure. The observed effects and their clinical implications are
cussed. Finally, limitations of the proposed model are specifie

2 Methods

2.1 Arterial Histology. Arteries are thick-walled cylindri-
cal tubes, which consist of three concentric layers: the innerm
intima, themediaand the outermostadventitia. Basically, all lay-
ers have a common general composition. They consist ofcellsand
their surrounding, which is calledextracellular matrix. The latter
is subdivided in a fibrous matrix~collagen and elastin fibers! and
a non-fibrous matrix.

Elastin ‘‘units’’ assemble to irregular meshes, which seem
behave asisotropic materials. Collagen ‘‘units’’ arrange as highl
ordered fibers, which yield to anisotropic mechanical respon
Among the intracellular structural proteins only the contrac
actomyosine system of the smooth muscle cells in the media
ates highly ordered fibrillar structures that account for mac
scopic anisotropy.

Intimal, medial and adventitial tissues have distinct physiolo
cal tasks. These tissues differ from the types of their histolog
constituents~cells and extracellular matrix!, the respective amoun
and their spatial orientation. Their fibrous constituents are
ranged in counter-rotating helices with layer-specific pitch
Thus, the constitutive behavior of all layers may be described
fiber-matrix model, which consists of an isotropic ground su
stance and therein-embedded families of fibers, which accoun
the anisotropic response. The consideration of the layer-spe
preferred directions of oriented histological~major! constituents
leads to a histostructural constitutive model.

Smooth muscle cells in the media allow active contractions
the vessel, which modify its mechanical behavior. Hence, the
chanical response of arteries may be specified asactiveor passive
according to the contractile state of the arterial musculature. D
on the active response of arteries are hardly available in the
erature. In the presented model we use data of the passiv
sponse of human arteries.

The histological characteristics of arteries depend strongly
their topographical position. Roughly, arteries may be subdivi
into two types:elastic and muscular. ‘‘Elastic’’ arteries contain
large amounts of elastin in the medial layer and have a very
adventitia. In ‘‘muscular’’ arteries smooth muscle cells are t
major constituent of the media and the wall thickness-diam
ratio is greater than in ‘‘elastic’’ arteries. For more details on t
subject of arterial histology the reader is referred to, for exam
@15–17#.

2.2 A Structural Model for the Arterial Wall. Our consti-
tutive model describes thepassivemechanical behavior ofhealthy
andyoungarterial walls, which is governed mainly by elastin an
collagen fibers~see, for example,@18#!. In order to predict three-
dimensional distributions of stresses and strains of arterial w
we use a structural model recently proposed by@17,19#. For an
extension of the structural model to the finite viscoelastic dom
as it is necessary for arterial walls of themusculartype, the reader
is referred to the work by Holzapfel and Gasser@20#. For me-
chanical loadings which are far beyond the physiological dom
permanent deformation occurs, and more sophisticated mo
have to be chosen~for an extension of the present model to t
elastoplastic domain, see@21#!.

We consider the arterial wall as a two-layer fiber-reinforc
structure, the two layers represent the media and the adven
The intima is neglected, since in healthy arteries its thickness
356 Õ Vol. 124, AUGUST 2002
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mechanical strength are insignificant compared with the me
and adventitial layers~for more details and references see Hu
phrey @16#, pp. 40,41!. The media and adventitia are treated
thick-walled circular composite tubes, which are reinforced
two families of collagen fibers symmetrically disposed with r
spect to the cylinder axis. Hence, the tubes behavecylindrically
orthotropic within the finite elastic strain domain. This conside
ation is generally accepted in the literature~see, for example, the
early work by Patel and Fry@22# on the elastic symmetry of arte
rial segments in dogs!.

From experimental observations of arteries it is known that th
behave nearly incompressible@23# within the physiological range
of deformation ~the bulk modulus tends to infinity!. For this
physical reason and for reasons which are clear from the com
tational point of view, it seems to be most beneficial to choos
decoupledrepresentation of the free-energy functionC at any
reference pointX of the biological soft tissue. The free energyC
is defined per unit volume associated with thereference (stress-
free) configuration. The isothermal elastic deformation~process!
from the reference to the current configuration of the media M a
the adventitia A is assumed to be characterized by the pen
form

C j5U j~J!1C̄j~C̄,A1 ,A2!, j 5M,A. (1)

The scalar-valued functionsU j are motivated mathematically an
C̄j is responsible for the isochoric elastic response
the material. All these functions~must! satisfy the requirement o
objectivity @24#.

According to Flory@25# and Ogden@26#, the continuum theory
is based on the multiplicative decomposition of the deformat
gradientF5J1/3F̄ into a dilatational partJ1/3I and a distortional
part F̄, with the second-order unit tensorI and the local volume
ratio J5detF.0. The strain measure

C̄5FT F̄ with detC̄51, (2)

as introduced in Eq.~1!, denotes the modified right Cauchy-Gree
tensor. At anyX the structure of the artery is characterized by t
two ~second-order! tensorsA1 and A2 . They are defined as the
tensor productsa0i ^ a0i , wherea0i , i 51, 2, are two unit vectors
(ua0i u51) describing the mean orientations of the families of c
lagen fibers in the reference configuration of the tissue.

We require thatU j arestrictly convexfunctions of the form

U j5
k j

2
~J21!2, j 5M,A, (3)

taking on its unique minimum atJ51. The parametersk j.0 may
be viewed as bulk moduli. Since we regard the artery as an
compressible material within the physiological range of deform
tion, k serves as a user-specifiedpenaltyparameter which has no
physical relevance~for k→`, expression~1! may be viewed as
the potential for the incompressible limit, withJ51!.

We now focus attention on the description of the isochoric
formation behavior and express the strain-energy functionsC̄j
through a set of independent invariants. We use thesameform of
the function~but a different set of material parameters! to model
adventitial and medial responses, which have similar mechan
characteristics@27#. Thus, we suggest the simple additive split

C̄j5
cj

2
~ Ī 123!1

k1 j

2k2 j
$exp@k2 j~ Ī 1 j

! 21!2#21%

1
k1 j

2k2 j
$exp@k2 j~ Ī 2 j

! 21!2#21%, j 5M,A (4)

of C̄j into parts associated withisotropic andanisotropic contri-
butions to the strain energy@28#. The specific form of the two-
layer model~4! requires a set of three~positive! material param-
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 1 Opened-up reference „stress-free … configuration of an arterial layer
and associated geometrical data for the media and adventitia
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eterscM , k1M , k2M for the media M, and three~positive! material
parameterscA , k1A , k2A for the adventitia A. Note that the mate
rial parametersci , k1i are stress-like andk2 j , j 5M,A, are dimen-
sionless. The~isotropic! neo-Hookean part ofC̄j we mainly asso-
ciate with the mechanical response of thenon-collagenous matrix
material, which is the predominant load-bearing material at low
strains~the collagen fibers of arterial walls store little strain e
ergy at lower strains!. At higher strains, however, thecollagen
fibersbecome load-bearing@29# and energy is stored in the fiber
This ~anisotropic! mechanical response is described by the ex
nential terms of function~4!. Hence, the material parameters a
~roughly! associated with the underlying histological structure.

In ~4! we introducedĪ 15C̄:I for the first ~principal! invariant
of C̄ ~describing isotropy!, and the definitions

Ī 1,j
! ~C̄,a01j !5C̄:A1 j Ī 2 j

! ~C̄,a02j !5C̄:A2 j , j 5M,A (5)

of the invariants associated with the anisotropic deformation
sponse of the media and adventitia. The invariantsĪ 1

! and Ī 2
! de-

termine precisely the squares of the stretches in the~fiber! direc-
tions of a01 anda02, respectively~for the theoretical background
see, for example,@24,30#!. We assume that the collagen fibers
not support compressive stresses. Hence, for the case thatĪ 1

!<1
and Ī 2

!<1, the response is similar to that of a rubber-like~purely
isotropic! material, described by the neo-Hookean functionsC̄j

5cj ( Ī 123)/2, j 5M,A.
Finally we employ a cylindrical coordinate system and negl

components of the~collagen fiber! orientation in the radial direc-
tion. Then, the components of the~collagen fiber! vectorsa01j and
a02j read in matrix notation

@a01j #5F 0
cosb j

sinb j

G , @a02j #5F 0
cosb j

2sinb j

G , j 5M,A, (6)

and b j , j 5M, A, are the angles between the collagen fibe
and the circumferential direction in the media and adventitia~see
Fig. 1!.

2.3 Decoupled Stress Response.For each arterial layer the
~hyper!elastic stress response is derived from the additively
composed Helmholtz free-energy function~1! in a standard way
@24#. We arrive at the Cauchy stress tensor, denoteds, to be given
in the associateddecoupledform

sj5pj I1s̄j , j 5M,A (7)

for the respective media M and adventitia A, with the spheri
tensorspj I and the deviatoric tensorss̄j of sj to the Cauchy
stresses. In~7! we introduced the expressions

p5
dU~J!

dJ
, s̄52J21 devS F̄

]C̄~C̄,A1 ,A2!

]C̄
FTD (8)
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for the hydrostatic pressurep and the isochoric stress responses̄.
In Eq. ~8!2, dev~•!5~•!21/3@~•!:I #I furnishes the deviatoric opera
tor in the Eulerian description@24#. Considering the particulariza
tions ~3! and ~4!, responsible for the elastic responses of ea
arterial layer, from~8! we obtain the explicit expressions

p5k~J21!, s̄5c devb̄1(
i 51

2

2c̄ i dev~ai ^ ai !, (9)

whereb̄5F̄FT denotes the modified left Cauchy-Green tensor,ai

5F̄a0i , i 51,2, are the Eulerian counterparts of the unit vect
a0i , and

c̄ i5
]C̄

] Ī i
!

5k1~ Ī i
!21!$exp@k2~ Ī i

!21!2#21%, i 51,2 (10)

denote stress functions.
As seen from expression~9!2 the isochoric stress response co

sists of purelyisotropic contributions due to the non-collagenou
matrix material~first term!, andanisotropiccontributions due to
the two families of fibers, which characterize decoupled stres
~associated only with the fibers!.

2.4 Residual Stresses. Arteries, which are excised from th
body, are associated with a complex residual stress-state@31#. Ex-
perimental investigations show that an arterial ring springs o
when cut in a radial direction. Residual stresses~and strains!,
inherent in many biologic tissues, result from adaptation mec
nisms@32,33#. Their considerations have a strong influence on
stress and strain distributions~at physiological condition! across
the arterial wall, and on the global pressure/radius respons
arteries @17,34–36#. According to the experimental studies b
Vossoughi et al.@37# for bovine specimens, the media and adve
titia, when separated from the arterial ring and cut in a rad
direction, will spring open to opened-up sectors, which, in ge
eral, show different opening angles. In this work we assume
these opened-up sectors are the~stress-free and fixed! reference
configuration for which the residual stresses are entirely remov

2.5 Finite Element Analysis. The structural model pro-
posed above has been implemented in Version 7.3 of the m
purpose finite element analysis program FEAP, originally dev
oped by Taylor and documented by@38#. All three-dimensional
finite element analyses of arterial clamping have been perform
on a HP-J7000 workstation under the UNIX operating system

2.5.1 Geometry. Since it is essential to incorporate residu
stresses~and strains! in the load-free configuration, as motivate
above, we use a finite element mesh, which reproduces two i
pendent opened-up reference~stress-free! configurations of the
AUGUST 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 357
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media and adventitia. The reference configuration of one arte
layer is taken to correspond to a circular cylindrical tube w
opening anglea, wall thicknessH, inner radiusRi and lengthL,
as shown in Fig. 1.

We assume that the media occupies 2/3 of the arterial w
thickness and that the collagen fibers are helically wound. T
orientations at a reference pointX, characterized by the angleb,
are different for each layer. Specific geometrical data for e
arterial layer are given in Fig. 1.

The arterial clamp is idealized as a pair of~rigid! cylinders with
a radius of 3.0~mm!.

2.5.2 Material Parameters. The set of~elastic! material pa-
rameterci , k1i , k2i , i 5M,A, which are involved in the strain-
energy functions~4!, were fitted to the experimental data of
human left anterior descending coronary artery~LAD !, as given in
@39#. For that we have chosen a standard nonlinearLevenberg-
Marquardt algorithm. Experimental tests indicate that the me
is much stiffer than the adventitia@40#. In particular, we set
cM510.0cA @17#. The ~user-specified! penalty parametersk i ,
i 5M,A, were chosen to be 104 ~kPa!. The resulting values are
summarized in Table 1.

2.5.3 Finite Element Model.For the artery we have chosen
mixed finite element formulation, which is based on a three-fi
variational principle@41#. It useslinear interpolation functions for
the displacement field and~the same! constantinterpolation func-
tions for the independent~dilatation and pressure! variables
~which gives the mean dilatationQ1/P0-element, a procedure
which goes back to Nagtegaal et al.@42#!. The volumetric vari-
ables are eliminated on the element level. This well-known te
nique circumvents numerical difficulties~‘‘ locking’’ and ‘‘ check-
erboard’’ phenomena! which arise from the overstiffening of th
system associated with the analysis ofisochoric constitutive re-
sponses of the arterial wall.

Due to the symmetry of the considered geometry and the lo
ing condition of the problem, only a wedge of the artery w
90.0° is discretized by 1200Q1/P0-elements—750 for the medi
and 450 for the adventitia. Note that the 90.0° wedge is associ
with the ‘‘closed’’ ~unloaded but stressed circular! configuration.
The opened-up reference~stress-free! configurations of the media
and the adventitia are represented by (360.0°2aM)/4550.0° and
(360.0°2aA)/4560.0° wedges, respectively. We have chos
eight finite elements across the wall thickness with the same ra
dimension within a layer~five for the media and three for th
adventitia!. We discretized the circumferential and axial directio
of one arterial layer by 10 and 15 finite elements, respectiv
while we considered a refined mesh around the clamp reg
Each node at the media/adventitia interface is linked together.
number of elements used turns out to be sufficient in orde

Table 1 Elastic material parameters c i , k 1i , k 2i , iÄM,A, for
the media M and adventitia A, and penalty parameters k i

Media Adventitia

cM527.0~kPa! cA52.7 ~kPa!
k1M50.64~kPa! k1A55.1 ~kPa!
k2M53.54 ~2! k2A515.4 ~2!
kM5104 ~kPa! kA5104 ~kPa!
358 Õ Vol. 124, AUGUST 2002
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achieve accurate numerical results. The common symmet
boundary conditions for the structure are applied. During
whole computation the top and bottom faces of the artery
modeled to remain planar.

In order to handle the contact problem~the interaction of the
boundary of the clamp with the boundary of the artery! we use a
point to surfacestrategy. The cylindrical surface of the arteri
clamp plays the role of a slave surface modeled by 121slave
pointswhich are nodes. Themaster surfaceis associated with the
~outer! boundary of the adventitia, at which contact is expected
is modeled by master points which are interpolated from 80 fo
node~contact! facets.

Finally, frictionless contact is assumed between the arte
boundary and the boundary of the clamp. The control of the p
etration between the clamp and the artery is performed by me
of the penalty method. The discretized~contact! problem is sum-
marized in Table 2.

2.5.4 Loading Process.The whole loading process is sep
rated into three steps:

1. The stress-freearterial segments, with geometrical da
given in Fig. 1 and~elastic! material parameters and penal
parameters for the media and adventitia as summarize
Table 1, are applied to an initial~pure! bending deformation
~for more details see@17#!. The boundary conditions in the
x12x2 plane are chosen as indicated in Fig. 2, showing
example for the 60.0° wedge of the stress-free adven
~solid lines!. All nodes of one end of the wedge~see the
close-up view A in Fig. 2! are enforced to move in the
x2-direction such that a 90.0° wedge is achieved after
bending deformation~dashed lines!. This deformation pro-
cess generates the unloaded butstressedcircular cylindrical
shape of the arterial segment, for which the opening an
a50.0°. Then, each node at the media/adventitia interf
~i.e. the basal lamina externa! is linked together. Finally, we
end up with homogeneous stress and strain states in the
cumferential and axial directions, which we now use as

Fig. 2 Boundary conditions in the x 1Àx 2 plane for the 60.0°
wedge of the stress-free adventitia „solid lines …. All nodes of
one end of the wedge „close-up view A … are enforced to move in
the x 2-direction such that a 90.0° wedge is achieved „dashed
lines ….
Table 2 Summary of the discretized contact problem „wall Õclamp interaction …

Arterial wall ~wedge of 90.0°! Arterial clamp

Q1/P0-elements Media 750 Slavenodes 121
Adventitia 450

4-node~contact! facets Outer boundary of the
adventitia~mastersurface!

80
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 3 Distribution of the „circumferential … Cauchy stress through the deformed media and adventitia. „a…
Residual stresses at the load-free configuration „internal pressure p iÄ0.0 „kPa… and axial stretch lzÄ1.0…. „b…
Stresses at the physiological configuration „p iÄ13.33 „kPa… and lzÄ1.1…. The numerical results are based on
the opened-up geometry, as given in Figure 1, and the parameters for the media and adventitia according to
Table 1.
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reference for subsequent deformation processes.
2. The circular cylindrical two-layer structure is then inflate

up to an internal pressurepi513.33 (kPa), i.e. 100 mm Hg
which is the mean arterial pressure~averaged over the car
diac cycle! of non-hypertensive subjects at rest@43#.

In general, arteries are stretched significantly in ax
direction in theirin situ configurations~see, for example, the
review article @16#!. To the authors’ knowledge, howeve
there are no data about axialin situ stretches of human coro
nary arteries available in the literature. For our clampi
model we applied an axial stretch oflz51.1. This value was
measured in preliminary non-published investigations of
man coronary arteries~LAD ! performed in the authors’ labo
ratory. The stretch is obtained as a displacement-driven
cess. Thereby, all nodes atx350 were enforced to have zer
displacements inx3-direction, while all nodes atx35L were
enforced to move inx3-direction according to the given
axial stretch oflz51.1.

These loads are considered to be physiological produc
the physiological state of deformation.

3. The interaction of the boundary of the clamp with t
boundary of the artery is finally computed as
displacement-drivenproblem of the rigid cylinder~clamp!.
The arterial clamp is placed perpendicular to the axis of
artery ~for the geometrical set-up of the clamping proce
see Figure 4~a!!.

3 Results
We start by computing the~circumferential! stress distribution

through the arterial layers associated with the load-free and ph
ological configurations. We continue to analyze deformation sta
of the artery at different displacements of the clamp, and fina
we show the evolution of circumferential and axial stresses
representative point of the artery during clamping.

3.1 Stress States in the Arterial Layers at the Load-Free
and Physiological Configurations. The geometrical data o
the arterial segment~Fig. 1! were chosen such that an initial~pure!
of Biomechanical Engineering
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bending deformation, when applied to thestress-free~and fixed!
configurations of the layers, generates dimensions of the art
cross-section of a human LAD, as documented in@39# ~unfortu-
nately, therein no geometrical informations of separated open
up configurations of arterial layers are given!. Figure 3~a! shows
the distribution of the~circumferential! Cauchy stress through th
deformed media and adventitia at the load-free~but stressed! con-
figuration ~a50.0°!. The residual stresses, associated with
load-free configuration, are accumulated during bending. As
be seen from Fig. 3~a!, the ~circumferential! stress distribution in
the load-free configuration is mainly determined by the med
which is in agreement with the experimental findings by@44#. This
result is intuitive, since the adventitia is very soft in the associa
strain domain. Thus, it exhibits only minor bending stiffness a
associated residual stresses that are very small. As expected
inner parts of the media are compressed while its outer parts
extended. In contrast to this finding, the adventitia is compres
throughout its entire thickness. Obviously, this is due to a dia
eter ‘‘mismatch’’ between media and adventitia.

Figure 3~b! shows the circumferential Cauchy stress distrib
tion through the deformed media and adventitia at the physiolo
cal configuration atpi513.33 (kPa) andlz51.1. The radius of
the lumen was computed to be 2.52~mm!. In the physiological
configuration the stress distributions within the media and the
ventitia are relatively smooth, which is an effect of the residu
stresses. Again, the media is mechanically predominant, whic
necessary for its physiological function. In this state the media
effectively regulate the blood flow due to active contraction.

The curves in Fig. 3 are based on extrapolations of the co
puted circumferential stress values at the Gauss points to the
ment nodes, and subsequent averaging of the stress discontin
at the nodes is performed. In an additional step the averaged n
stresses are used to get the smooth curves across the wall t
ness by means of a polynomial function, as shown in shown
Fig. 3.

3.2 Deformed States of the Clamped Artery. The de-
formed states of the artery before and after pinching off with
clamp are illustrated in Fig. 4~the physiological configuration
is characterized by stateAq, while deformed state Fq shows
AUGUST 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 359
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Fig. 4 Deformed states of the artery before and after pinching off with a clamp. „a… Artery
„media and adventitia … at the physiological configuration with an open clamp. „b… Deformed
state of the artery, for which the maximum clamp displacement has been applied „full contact
between the clamp and the artery ….
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the nearly occluded artery!. In order to clearly demonstrate th
deformations the figure takes advantage of the symmetries
showing one half of the artery. As can be seen from Fig. 4~b!, the
region which is affected by the clamping mechanism is relativ
small.

Figure 5 illustrates different deformed states of the arte
which occur during the clamping process. StateAq represents
again the physiological configuration~before contact with the
clamp!, while states Bq– Fq show the decrease of the arteri
lumen due to clamping.

3.3 Evolution of Stresses in the Artery During Clamping.
Three-dimensional finite element analyses showed that in
neighborhood of the clamp, there is a tendency forcircumferential
~Cauchy! stresses in the wall to decrease and foraxial stresses in
the media to increase. To demonstrate the local evolution~change!
of stresses in the artery during clamping, we pick a representa
point P, which is located at the inner surface of the media
indicated in Fig. 6.

In order to show the~local! stress evolutions atP, for conve-
nience, we introduce the two~dimensionless! scalar quantities
, AUGUST 2002
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su5
su

su phys
, sz5

sz

sz phys
, (11)

which determine the normalized stressessu in the circumferential
direction and the normalized stressessz in the axial direction. In
Eq. ~11!, su andsz denote the Cauchy stresses in circumferen
and axial directions, whilesu phys andsz phys denote the associ
ated stress quantities at the physiological stateAq, at the same
point P.

In Fig. 6 the~local! evolutions of the normalized stressessu , sz
with the clamp displacement are plotted. As can be seen the a
stresssz increases significantly, while the circumferential stre
su decreases with progressive clamp displacement. Remark
at the final state Fq of the clamping process, with an occlusio
of 92.5% referred to the lumen diameter at the physiologi
state Aq ~the maximum dimensions of the lumen are 0.378~mm!
and 5.983~mm!!, the value of the normalized axial stresssz at
the considered pointP is about four times higher than that a
the associated stateAq. Figure 7 illustrates the distribution o
Fig. 5 Deformed states of the artery „media and adventitia … at different displacements of the clamp
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 6 Evolutions of the normalized circumferential and axial stresses „s u ,s z… with the clamp
displacement at a certain point P located at the inner surface of the media. Note the high
increase of s z with respect to the physiological configuration.

Fig. 7 Distribution of the Axial Cauchy stress in „a… the media and „b… the adventitia at the final state of the
clamping process
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the axial Cauchy stress in the media and the adventitia.
can be seen the maximum values of the stresses in the m
and adventitia are similar, however their locations are differen

Since the media is not designed to carry high axial loads~it is
the task of the adventitia!, the clamping process may cause inju
in the media. According to the high circumferential stresses at
inner surface of the media one may conclude that the intim
also highly deformed and damaged~compare with the experimen
tal observations@12,45#; see also@3# grading the damage of th
arterial wall!. It is important to note that the axial stress increa
in the media due to clamping is strongly affected by the cla
design.

4 Discussion

4.1 Mechanics of Clamping. Arterial clamping is a me-
chanical procedure. Thus, its understanding requires an appr
ate mechanical model. The key feature of such a model is
arterial wall model. Since arteries are multi-layer structures w
layer-specific, anisotropic and nonlinear responses, the art
wall model must account for these properties. This is an obvi
prerequisite in order to yield clinically relevant results. Howev
to date there are no commercial finite element codes availa
which provide results in the large strain domain that cover th
typical arterial properties.

To our knowledge the present study is the first to investigate
mechanics of arterial clamping by means of the finite elem
method. We developed an appropriate three-dimensional finite
ement model, which is based on a fiber-matrix continuum
proach. Currently, we use this model to study the mechanica
sponse of the arterial wall—treated as a two-layer tube. Exten
to a three-layer model incorporating pathological intimal chan
is a straightforward task. An essential feature of our approac
the consideration of residual stresses, which have a major in
ence on the distribution of the wall stresses. Material and g
metrical parameters of the arterial model, for example, the rati
the layer thicknesses, the diameter-wall thickness ratio and
axial in situ stretch, can be defined arbitrarily. Thus, this approa
provides a basis for mechanical investigations that are specific
the considered type of artery.

The presented results demonstrate that the proposed mod
lows a detailed study of the mechanics of clamping procedu
The simulated three-dimensional deformations perfectly resem
the typical shape of compressed arteries, which, in contras
previous studies, can be related with the stresses at any poi
interest. Stress analyses revealed surprising effects: for exam
the axial stresses in the media within the direct clamping area~see
point P in Fig. 6! are four to five times higher than in the phys
ological state~Fig. 6!. This effect is strongly influenced by th
shape of the clamp jaws. Since the media is relatively vulnera
in regard to axial extension, this may be associated with me
damage and damage of the attached endothelial cells. This is
an obvious effect, is not described in the literature, and can
easily be investigated with experimental methods. The releva
of stress analyses is underlined by the fact that even n
destructive loading, which exceeds the physiological limit, lea
to biological responses that might be clinically adverse@46#.

4.2 Limitations. In the present study cylindrical clamp jaw
were chosen. This is not a typical geometry of real clamps. H
ever, the goal of this study was to demonstrate the potential us
the proposed three-dimensional finite element model. We did
intend to evaluate particular clamp designs. This is left to sub
quent studies.

Some of the data we used for the mechanical response of
man arteries comes from an experimental study@39#, that utilized
a one-layer thin-walled arterial model. Actually, layer-specific m
chanical data of human arteries are not available yet in the lit
ture. Thus, for upcoming studies we plan to perform appropr
362 Õ Vol. 124, AUGUST 2002
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mechanical tests ourselves. Moreover, a realistic simulation of
juries requires appropriate constitutive models for the inela
domain and tests beyond the~visco!elastic limit.

The presented finite element mesh is not capable of simula
a complete occlusion. This would require a mesh refinemen
highly curved regions and the consideration of the contact
tween the opposite intimal layers.

Finally, in the downstream branch of the artery there is a
crease of the internal pressurepi , which was not considered. A
reduced internal pressure leads to lower wall stresses in clam
and non-clamped parts and consequently to less arterial in
Thus, for investigations that are concerned with the risk of arte
injuries, only the upstream branch of the clamped artery
relevant.

4.3 Future Perspectives. The proposed concept may be e
tended to a ‘‘virtual workbench,’’ which allows one to investiga
essential clinical questions. For example, the least dama
clamp design among existing clamps may be identified for a p
ticular type of artery. Moreover, such a ‘‘virtual workbench
could guide optimal clamp designs. Regions of peak-stresses
be identified and avoided by means of constructive adaptati
Such investigations may consider injury thresholds of the
volved tissues, in particular the intima@6#. In particular, the small-
est width of a clamp, which does not lead to stresses beyon
certain injury threshold, may be determined. In addition, forc
displacement curves of different clamp designs may be stud
This is of particular importance, since the reaction forces, sen
by the surgeon, allow a prompt response of the amount of c
pression. A good performance of a clamp, i.e. a pronounced
crease of the reaction force at the state of total occlusion, m
reduce wall injuries.
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